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Hall presidents continue discussion of constitution

by Fred Schaefer

Last night the Hall President's Council met to discuss the proposed Student Government Constitution. The only objections raised to the proposed document concerned the budgetary powers which are delegated to the HPC in the charter. Tom Blumer, president of Kempsey Hall, commented that the SBP should not be a "professional conspiracy" and a "pimp for the federal government." He also objected to the clause that states, "The Student Body President will call a general assembly of the undergraduate student body at least once during his term of office." He felt that the SBP should not be forced to call such a meeting. He feels "unless there's a big issue, these meetings are futile. Like last year, we had the strike, and everyone was interested so they went. But if there's not a big issue, these meetings will be failures." On the whole, he said that the proposed document "Really is not bad."

by Don Mooney

New Senators vary responses

Accompanying a series of interviews conducted by The Observer, the new constitution proposed by SBP Dave Krashna will meet a varied response in this year's edition of the Student Senate.

Off-campus Senator Don Mooney feels that "making what is basically the HPC the 'legislative body' of student government will facilitate closer ties between the SBP and its cabinet and the hall governments. I think this new emphasis on the Hall Presidents will give Hall Government more legitimacy. Sometimes, Hall Presidents got elected by promising more beer per capita. With these new powers more quality people will run for Hall President."

In reference to the Senate, Mooney, who is also Public Relations Director of the Krahsna Cabinet, believes that the Student Life Cabinet has "upstaged" the Senate as a "recommendative body in the University," adding that "the SLC can make law — the Senate can only fail." The new Constitution, proposed by Senator Fred Schaefer, is "a disaster," according to newly elected Badin Hall Senator T.C. Treanor. Krahsna, said Treanor, "has set about most nobly to solve a problem that needs solving, and has failed most miserably."

Trenor indicated that there is no guarantee that the Constitution that has been leaked to the press is the one that will be on the ballot, adding that "only radical revision could possibly stem that thing."

Asked about what he considered specifically wrong with the proposal, Senator Treanor called the abolition of the Senate a major mistake and contended that having the Student Body President as chairman of the Hall President's Council "equally ludicrous."

Trenor finds it "obvious that the SBP should not be the only body with authority over the Senate.” He expressed concern over the constitution's "impartial pathologists." The "document itself is a little rough; it needs a little polishing," said Senator John B. Amerena of Morrissey Hall when asked about the new constitution. Amerena believes that the usefulness of the Senate is dependent on the people involved. The speaker then turned her attention to the infidel pathologists. "The document itself is a little tough; it needs a little polishing," said Senator John B. Amerena of Morrissey Hall when asked about the new constitution. Amerena believes that the usefulness of the Senate is dependent on the people involved.

HPC Chairman John Barkett

The document presented to the Senate is a "mishmash," added Senator Treanor. The constitution is a "mess," he said. The Senate, he added, is "a disaster," according to newly elected Badin Hall Senator T.C. Treanor. Krahsna, said Treanor, "has set about most nobly to solve a problem that needs solving, and has failed most miserably."

"The Church's chief source of income today is women's wages," he said. Continuing, he said that "the motherfucker belongs to us," he stated. "The Church has always kept the nig­gers in their place whether they be women or what." Turning her final attention to the Church as a political power, Atkinson revealed in this country "the wealth of the Church is second only to that of the federal government."

She asserted that it is too easy for people to make an analogy to the Church's blatant interference with the Women's move­ment, and the suggestion of a "professional conspiracy" and a "pimp for the federal govern­ment." Atkinson further characterized the church as having a "professional conspiracy" and a "pimp for the federal govern­ment."

The speaker then turned her attention towards the Church's "equally ludicrous."" Atkinson declared the concept of the Virgin Mary was hard to take. "The real power, i.e. God, leaves no mark . . . Mary was knocked up, knocked down, with no clues," she stated. Equa­lize motherhood with para­sitism, Ti Grace regarded it as another method to keep women oppressed. She added, "The Church has always kept the nig­gers in their place whether they be women or what."

The Council is supposed to make rulings on "violations of the Student Government Constitution" according to the doc­ument. Barkett expressed fear that "If the President were viol­ating the Constitution, he wouldn't call any meeting, and as chairman, he's the one who calls the meetings."

He also objected to the clause that states, "The Student Body President will call a general as­sembly of the undergraduate student body at least once dur­ing his term of office." He feels that the SBP should not be forced to call such a meeting. He feels "unless there's a big issue, these meetings are futile. Like last year, we had the strike, and everyone was interested so they went. But if there's not a big issue, these meetings will be failures."

On the whole, he said that the proposed document "Really is not bad."
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Sedat confirmed by voters

(UPI) Egyptians voted Thursday in a nationwide refer­endum to confirm Anwar Sadat as President of Egypt, succeeding the late Gamal Abdel Nasser whose foreign and domes­tic policies he pledged to continue. Sadat, the only candidate, was expected to win an overwhelming endorsement.

The Arab-Israeli cease fire lines remained quiet but there was no less diplomatic war of words over the crisis in the Middle East.

The United States and Soviet Union swapped charges which sometimes bordered on threats. But both hoped that any quick solution could be worked out at the recent sessions of the UN General Assembly in New York.

In Washington, Joseph J. Sisco, Assistant Secretary of
Committee addresses SMC trustees

by Greg Rowinski

Our Dame Students for Lowenstein met last night to discuss a pre-election trip to New York's 5th District for their candidate. The group is seeking to organize at least 46 students to travel to Long Island the weekend before the election. The length of the trip will be flexible, according to co-ordinator Lance Corey, with bus transportation planned for October 29, with return trip November 1. Those deciding to go will be free to leave and return at their convenience.

Automobile costs will be paid by the Campaign for Lowenstein, but expenses will be divided between the Campaign and the students.

The group will set up tables in the dining halls and the Library to get more information to interested students.

Corey feels that it is still for students, especially Notre Dame students, to be involved in this campaign. He feels that this is an opportunity to show that the students are an effective political force in this country. When questioned as to a possible negative effect on voter longhairs, Corey answered that this is the time to show that longhairs, as well as other student groups, feel that "This is my country, too."

Notre Dame students have already proved their special worth in politics. The success of a "deciding vote" was noticeable in Cong. Alred Lowenstein's first campaign in Catholic areas. In his speech at Notre Dame last year, Lowenstein stated that his actions were for "Your (Notre Dame's) Haiti" because of student's success in the campaign. This Haiti had already been written off.

Notre Dame also has a special interest in Lowenstein as winner of last year's Senior Fellow Award.

Lowenstein's crusade has been made more difficult by legislative gimmickery which cost him Democratic support and attacks made by his opponent, State Senator Norman Lent. If one calculates last campaign's returns, with the reshuffling included, one will find Lowenstein the loser by 21,000 votes.

Further information about the trip can be obtained from co-organizers Lance Corey, Dennis Dogan, and Ed Dwyer.

Students to aid Lowenstein

by Sue Barry

Last weekend's St. Mary's College Board of Trustees meeting included a report from the college development committee, a standing board committee.

Edward L. Recker, chairman of the committee and head of campus development, described the functions of the board development committee as coordinating projects for increased endowments, gifts, and bequests, doing public relations work for the college and establishing closer ties with the South Bend community and neighboring colleges.

The committee reported at the board meeting that improved lighting facilities had been installed on the third floor of the library and that some books had been removed to Regina Hall to provide more study space. These changes were a result of the previous board meeting.

The committee recommended that some changes were made in the opportunities of more space on campus for study purposes.

Some improvements made in the science building were described, and the committee suggested that all additional necessary work be completed by spring of 1972 so that laboratories will be ready for classes next year. Mr. Recker said that a committee will be appointed to research the possibility of approaching outside sources for the $45,000 needed to complete improvements.

The committee suggested to faculty and students at St. Mary's that if they have a project in mind that requires funding, they should research it thoroughly and may present a "package" to the committee at any time, according to Mr. Recker.

A program for deferred giving that is gifts that come to the college through wills, insurance policies, and other indirect means was proposed at the meeting. It was decided that some information explaining how to arrange this type of gift would be sent to alumni and friends of the college, but that further study would be done to determine what groups should be included in this program. The results of this study will be reported back to the committee for consideration in the spring.

Among those participating in the committee were Dr. Richard Pilger, an SMC faculty member, committee chairman, William E. Cahill, of Cahill & Gallagher of Chicago, and St. Mary's Alumni Relations. This year marked the first time that a student was invited to the meeting of the associate board of trustees.

Mr. Recker explained that the development committee and the other board committees report to the associate board of trustees, which consists of the trustees and the associate trustees. This board, in turn, makes recommendations to the actual board of trustees to reflect policy from the committee reports and other information.

In addition to its other responsibilities, the committee described the progress of Peoples PAC and Seventies to the board.
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By Joe McKerns

Student Union Director Bob Pohl described Wednesday night's "Over the Hill" free concert in LaFortune ballroom as a "change of atmosphere." Music was supplied by The Symbolics.

Pohl said that the idea for the free concert came as a result of SHP Dave Krahna's proposal for a deviation from Notre Dame weekend oriented social life. Through "Over the Hill" Pohl intends to break up the monotony existing between Saturdays and Fridays.

Some students commented that the concert was set at an awkward time, right in the middle of mid-terms, but Pohl said that that was precisely the reason the concert was held. He believes Wednesday night's get together, and upcoming ones to be sprinkled throughout the year, will provide a good distraction for the student who is bored with studying. Pohl exemplified his statement by pointing out that last night's large turnout was primarily a shifting audience. People would come in for a while, listen to the music, relax, and then leave.

Pohl and the rest of Student Union were satisfied with Wednesday's turnout. There have been no definite dates set for the future but there will definitely be more, he indicated. Pohl would like to hold one every Wednesday but he said that financial difficulties prevent this at present. Last night's group was paid out of Student Union funds.

Future free concerts will offer a variety of music, ranging from folk to hard rock. Pohl offers the opportunity to any individual or group wishing to perform. If Student Union is not familiar with the talent, Pohl said auditions can be arranged by contacting Student Union Social Commission.

Pohl also revealed other Student Union plans that will materialize soon. Within the next few weeks a coffee-house will be opened in the Rathskellar of LaFortune. It will be open all day and will serve free coffee. The idea behind it is to create an atmosphere where a student can go without feeling he has to have a date.

The coffee-house will be a place for informal gathering and relaxation. If the initial idea is a success the possibility of having groups perform in the coffee-house on weekends has been looked into. These performances will be free and much like the Wednesday night gatherings.

The Student Union ticket office is also extending its hours to accommodate off-campus students. Hours will now be 12 - 1 o'clock in the afternoon and 4 - 5 o'clock in the evening. The opening of a "ticketron" outlet in LaFortune is still being discussed with Chicago, but to date nothing has been turned up. Pohl said that tickets for concerts can be obtained in South Bend at Robertson's Department Store.

A series of concerts to be held in St. Pat's Center were also disclosed. Blues singer Luther Allison, who last year was widely acclaimed when he performed in front of Washington Hall, is scheduled to appear on October 31 in St. Pat's. Rock group "Rare Earth" will perform (Continued on page 8)
SECURITY GUARDS AND BAD TIMES AHEAD

"Sky" is a security guard on the North Quad. He's easily close to seventy years old. Had fate been kind to him, he's probably could be enjoying this advanced age in relative quiet. But he chose to be a policeman, and policemen seldom make enough money in their lives to retire comfortably. So Sky is a security guard, for low wages, at the University of Notre Dame.

Fate, it seems, has dealt him a few bad cards. He's a spark plug who needs a lot of cash. But he chose to be a policeman, and policemen seldom make enough money. He's had a hard life, and the security guard position is probably his best bet to get by. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

But, one gathers, Hurricane needs the money, and so he stays on. Not everyone needs the money Notre Dame pays its security guards, or the abuse the students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

They have done the best they can in behalf of the students. They have helped out. And students get angrier, and take their anger out on the security guard. The students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

And they leave, eventually. The youngest, the strongest, and the best leave first, because eventually the misery they and their co-workers have to take drives them out. They have done the best they can in behalf of the students. They have helped out. And students get angrier, and take their anger out on the security guard. The students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

Then something like last weekend's incident at Alumni happens. A car is vandalized. Or something is stolen. Or someone is knifed. And nobody's there to help out. And students get angrier, and take their anger out on the security guard. The students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

Hurricane is humiliated every time he walks through the halls. Someone inevitably makes a play for the gun he doesn't have. He's mawled by the various specimens of home Neandralathal, looking for a few laughs at his expense. Sometimes suddenly and without warning, people will jump in front of him. Last year somebody tied himself in a laundry bag and the thing hung on the stairway. Hurricane almost had a heart attack. But, one gathers, Hurricane needs the money, and so he stays on.

And they leave, eventually. The youngest, the strongest, and the best leave first, because eventually the misery they and their co-workers have to take drives them out. They have done the best they can in behalf of the students. They have helped out. And students get angrier, and take their anger out on the security guard. The students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

They have done the best they can in behalf of the students. They have helped out. And students get angrier, and take their anger out on the security guard. The students pay to the men who try to serve them. A Notre Dame Security Guard makes sixty-five hundred dollars a year -- barely subsistence wages. The abuse he takes, if not calculable, is a grim calculation indeed.

The Observer does not like the direction this problem is taking. While only a fool would contend that the Security problem would be solved if students treated the guards like human beings with their own dignity, only a fool would contend that the Security problem could be solved if that step is not taken.

Cockroaches

No one should have to live with cockroaches. They are ugly, large, and decidedly unpleasant. They are most bold, and their bite hurts and leaves a noticeable mark. Hurricane almost had a heart attack. That's what the banner, floating from the fourth floor of Bascom Hall, said Saturday morning at the Army invaded the du lac campus. And the cadet talking to me outside the bookstore was kind of upset by it.

"You know, something like that really hurts us," he said. "Stuff like 'Render West Point-less,' and 'Bomb Army.' That kind of thing is funny but this really hits hard."

"And then when we see something like that it really hurts." Hurricane almost had a heart attack. He just finished drinking his cider and walked over to a group of his friends.

He wasn't smiling.

To most members of today's Movement the military has ceased to be a group of individuals striving towards a collective end. Instead, it has become a machine and each person is a cog willy-nilly and maliciously best on the destruction of the North Vietnamese Communists. Granted, there are some inhuman aspects of the military -- with Curtis Le May serving as a shining example -- but to place all military personnel in that category is grossly unfair. Let's face it, the Movement itself is not as pure as the new fallen snow, though some self-righteous Leftists would have you believe so. It seems rather ironic that those who scream loudest at the dehumanization of today's society are the quickest to classify the military as "machines."

Nur is it just the military who have been branded. Perhaps the most tragic result of this war is that it has stopped the American People from looking on one another as individuals. Instead, we immediately stick a label on anyone holding a view on the war opposite to ours, and write them off as lost. You think I'm kidding? Ask Martha Mitchell what she thinks of William Fullbright. Ask John Wayne what he thinks of Jane Fonda. Get Gore Vidal's opinion of Bill Buckley.

Getting right down to it, people are really neat. You can't throw them together and pin labels on them -- it destroys their uniqueness. Arthur Ashe isn't a "dirty nigger," he's a damn good tennis player and don't let anyone tell you differently. Brendan Behan was more than a "drunken Irishman," he was also the best playwright to come from the Old Sod since George Bernard Shaw. And bringing it closer to home, your maid is more than a "dumb Malay girl." She's probably the only person around who will put up with the shit she gets in return for the "generous paycheck" the University claims as fair wages.

I would suggest if we are to get along with each other in this world, and here on this campus, we're gonna have to a lot more smiling. Let's face it, seventy-five per cent of the officers graduating from West Point are against it, this war can't last forever.

L. Emmet Ballantine
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Saturday: Gary Burton Quartet and JAZZ

Gary Burton has captured the imaginations (and secured the following) of college-age listeners like no jazz performer since Dave Brubeck in the Fifties. Age has something to do with his appeal (he's 27) and so does his personal style (running to backskins and shaggy locks); but mainly it's his music.

The music the Burton quartet puts down is jazz through and through, but it borrows freely from rock and blues and country music to enhance this. Once he was quoted as saying, "Rock is a healthy influence on jazz. I dig rock myself, and it helps me." And then, with the group in the studio, it's natural for us to use some rock, but actually it's country things, not rock. Rock is very country-influenced, and I was much more exposed to country music at the start."

So what it comes to is that Gary Burton and his group defy categorization. Certainly that is not a bad thing. To do with his rapport with young audiences. Burton thinks that "one reason why jazz isn't as popular with young audiences as it's that it's hard for them to identify with 40th music in talented suits. They could look up some—not dress up and all that, but related music is Burton is loose; he is eclectic; he relates.

His rise to fame and popularity has been meteoric. The Anderson, Indiana native had his professional start in Nashville recording studios. In 1962 he rejoined George Shearing's group, and from 1964 to 1965 he toured with Stan Getz. Burton formed his own group in April 1964 to 1966 he toured with Stan Getz. Burton formed his own group in April 1966 and played at the Berlin Jazz Festival were quarters at Newport, Monterey, Chicago, Berlin; to Fillmore East and Carnegie Hall; to records at New Haven, Monticello and to campus from UCLA to CAMS.

And now to Notre Dame (or, rather, St. Mary's University; Saturday night at 8:00 p.m., O'Laughlin."

The Galloehelds for the Gary Burton Quartet at the Berlin Jazz Festival were unlikely any vastation I had ever seen for any other band that night. The performance was impeccable, the playing was electric, and the audience was electrified. The Burton Quartet is a tight, well-rehearsed ensemble, and the music is a blend of jazz and rock, with a touch of country.

But, to me, the most impressive aspect of the performance was the music. The Burton Quartet is a tight, well-rehearsed ensemble, and the music is a blend of jazz and rock, with a touch of country.
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Counseling Center moves to Alumni

by John Powers

Less than two weeks ago the Counseling Center broke away from its office in the administration building to open a field office on the first floor of Alumni Hall. The action was nothing dramatic, but another example of the Counseling Center's commitment to serve the students of the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community.

I was surprised to find the field office quite void of everything but an informal atmosphere. There were some easy chairs, a broken cigarette machine, an old floor lamp and desk, and Cassell Lawson was threading the tape of soul music. We talked for nearly an hour and a half until threading the tape of soul music. We talked for nearly an hour and a half until

The field office is open five days a week and staffed by two professional counseling trainees, Cassell Lawson, an Indiana U. graduate formerly with the Urban League of South Bend, and Larry Schumacher, a recent ND graduate. The field office and the Counseling Center is under the direction of Dr. Sheridan P. McCabe, who holds a Ph.D. in counseling psychology from Catholic University, as well as degrees in theology and philosophy. Since his arrival from the University of Portland, Oregon in 1967, Dr. McCabe has expanded the counseling program here to "fulfill a need of non-psychiatric nature." Of the 315 students who came to the center in 1968-69, some learned of it through friends and dropped in out of curiosity, while others were urged to make an appointment. The staff seeks to help on a basis of friendship and naturalness, and Dr. McCabe sees friendship as an effective way to help a person deal with himself and make decisions. "If students had friends, if professors were more aware, the students who come in for counseling would be sent by friends," said Dr. McCabe. "There are more people coming in here who don't talk to anybody." If a guy comes in and asks for help, it usually means "He hurts." For example, a student came in the week before final exams with three F's. If he had come in early, he could have avoided this problem. To help, you have to "be known as a person."

To help as much as possible, the Counseling Center is involved in three areas of counseling. Group counseling takes place, while individual counseling includes aptitude and interest testing which is done most of the time. The center also helps in consulting, particularly hall orientation for freshmen, and has helped Fairly Hall with their orientation program. The third area is in "outreach" activities. The Environmental Counseling Program has counseling trainers engaged in ordinary student life, living in the halls and meeting students around the campus.

Individual counseling is not intense. Most students have slight personal problems which can be effectively grappled with and brought to a climax, or dealt with reasonably. Topics such as change of major, breaking up with a girl, inability to concentrate on studies or a "bad trip" are frequently mentioned. In regards to counseling and religious beliefs, Dr. McCabe admits, "We're no substitutes for priests. Nor they for us. There is a primary need for a top notch campus ministry." Students who seek counseling usually make nine or ten appointments once a week, but this is voluntary and a student may discontinue it if he wishes. All records of counseling are confidential.

One goal of counseling is to establish a friendship with the counselor in order to better a person's chances of actualizing himself, and facing up to life effectively and creatively. This is one way of upgrading student life.

Students of all four years use the services of the Center, but very few freshmen are involved because of the counseling program of the Freshman Year Office. Not surprisingly, many Sophomores come in for counseling with "major" problems. They are without the help of a department advisor or a Freshman Year dean.

The peak times for counseling are December, January, and February, but the Counseling Center is open all year, and it seeks to make itself available to all students. One way is through the field office that has been opened in Alumni Hall. It seeks face to face contact with students, as well as cooperation from resident assistants in the halls, who can upgrade student life.

(Continued on page 8)
Irish should impress on national TV

by Terry Shields
Observer Sports Editor

This is a big game. There is no doubt in many Notre Dame fans minds that the outcome of the year's Irish but now the time has come to prove to the entire country who deserves the title of Number One. This is the NCAA Championship of the Week on national TV.

What had shaped up as a battle for last place in the season has now changed its image to prove to the entire nation. The story of this year's Irish has been one of change. The starting line up has been changed at every position, mostly due to the injuries of key players. The team has not been the same since the first six games.

This year's team has come to prove to the entire nation the quality of this team. The team has come together and with the changes they have made, they have become a better team.

Jenkins look like a "subway alumni." The Tiger lineup.

Moore is not the only casualty in the National TV. The title of Number One. This is the best team in the country. It's been on the move all season.

(Torta.) over Tampa, Colorado over Oklahoma, Kansas State over Iowa and Washington State. Two, the Mount Nits are improving with each week.

In some of the other big collegiate contests this weekend it looks like Air Force Academy over Naval Academy, Army over Virginia, Duke like Air Force Academy over Naval Academy, Army over Virginia, Duke

Northern Illinois over Iowa State.

Penn State over Syracuse: The Nittany Lions have a combination quarterback returning to action. They play Ohio State on the 31st. Live it up Alex!

"up" for this one, especially with the home field advantage. Don't look back. Look for a hard hitting defense and a strong rush defense. What's-his-name received against Pitt will have their first two games.
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New senators speak out

(Continued from page 1)

more than on the system: "With a little rework the Senate can be a useful body if the people are willing to work. It all depends on people."

Bruce Keunnan is definitely opposed to President Krashna's new constitution. The Senator from Grace C. Tower doesn't think that the Senate is as effective as it should be. He points out that he believes that the Hall Presidents have too little time to spend on Senate affairs and that the proposed council is not representative. Senator Keunnan favors the establishment of a permanent Senate committee on constitutional revision.

Keunnan feels that "the main function of the Senate is control of the finances of student government. It is important since it's the kids' money that people who are representatives of the students have a say in how it's spent." Keunnan wants the Senate to be submitted in Grace C. Tower doesn't favor it.

When asked what he thought the Senate's chances are, Senator Keunnan replied that the Senate would be saved "without too much problem."

The new constitution puts "too much emphasis on hall presidents and makes the SLU too much a part of student government," thereby enfranchising the SLU. According to Francis McAleer of Planner's B Tower, Senator McAleer favors retaining the Senate because he feels that we "need a Senate around if for no other reason than just to work on the budget." McAleer pointed out that in the example of Sophomore cars, the Senate did its job but that President Krashna didn't do his part.

Student Union

(Continued from page 1) at Seven on December 4. Another concert is scheduled for November 13, but a group has not yet been booked. All the concerts will be informal. There will be no chairs. The audience will sit around the perimeter, so bring your blanket.

Pohl said that Student Union hopes to be able to offer academic credit for its members. Pohl feels that the experience gained by a student working for the union is as valuable as classroom instruction. He said that students give four to five hours a day working for Student Union and should be compensated in some manner. Since wages are out of the question because they are financially unfeasable, credit is the only other solution. Pohl intends to carry this argument to the administration.

Student Union


D.H. Lawrence's THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY

FEATURE
6:15-7:45-9:30
SUN. FROM 11:00